Mass Meeting To-morrow Night, 8:00 p.m.

VARSI TY T A K E S IT EASY

VAR S I T H " T " Men

NO MORE SCRAMMAGE BEFORE THE GAME.

Clauses Put on Final Touches Before Sending the Men Against the Tigers.

The night's work was done through a long, hard fight. The problems of the year, as well as the recent ones, were met and dealt with. The new year will be given the best instruction before the meet-

ing with the Tigers.

To-morrow's issue will be published with all manner of the Missouri line-up, with a slicing of their strength as compared with that of Iowa.

LECTURES ON LITERATURE.

Course Postponed from Fall Spring is a Nine-First Lecture by Professor Potter.

The attention of every student of literature is called to this important feature. The general subject of the course "The Beginning of the Great World Literature" suggests itself to the minds of the lecturers. They will treat of the eight national races of ancient times.

The first lecture of the series will be on the subject, "The Yeks." and is to be given by Prof. Potter in the Assembly Room of the Hall of Liberal Arts at 4:30 this afternoon.

Nov. 12, the Yek-sey—v. Potter. The complete program is as follows:

Nov. 10, Home—C. H. Wellar.
Nov. 12, New-York—E. E. MacLean.
Dec. 20, The Elder Edite—C. P. Finn.
Jan. 2, Nielsenholls—R. G. Will-

ard.


The lecture club surprised Miss Venice Sargent, Tuesday night, with a very pleasant party in honor of her birthday.

Many students are expecting friends to be in the city during the D. A. R. convention.

Professor Gordon has a very large group of students coming in class today. He is expecting about fifteen new students.

A casual notice to the University, Tuesday. He is practicing out at Berkeley, and, with the talk his latter, is now organizing a new band at that place.

M ASS MEETING
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Mass meeting of the entire student body will be held in the Armory at 8 P.M. Friday night. The University Band will be upon the Campus at 7:15. Let the students in each college elect a yell-master and be present in a body. A lively program of yell and songs will be carried out at the Armory.

Mark S. Catlin

Manager of Athletics

CALL FOR JUDGES ISSUED.

Iowa Will Submit Forty-Eight Judges for Debates of Five-Cornered League.

On account of being the central state of the five states constituting the new League, Iowa will have an extra large number of judges. The tie to be submitted this year must have forty-eight

members. The date for the final on Feb. 25th. The preliminaries should be over by Christmas. Under the rules of the new league, there will be no charts or personal letters. Without the last two months it has been at times a doubtful matter whether the Five-Cornered League would prove to be successful or not. Two of the prospective members, Illinois and Wisconsin, changed considerably before coming in. The doubtful situation at Illinois was relieved by a change in the public speaking depart-

ment; the new head, Professor Holmberg, is favorable to the league. It is very easy that the new League will change the public

speech, and make no effort toward ad-

justing themselves to the new college. Professor will be needed for all the new facilities. The class is a hundred and twenty

students, and eight judges will be

sent. The growth in the class and in the enrolment of students speaks well for the efficiency of the work done here.

The Pi Beta Phi have initiated the following new members: Martha Solly, Rhodes, and Headley.

Judge Towrey gives the address at the University Assembly yesterday morning.

Guy Denio has gone to his home for liberal work.

Rules for Underclassmen

No Breach Committee Meets with Class Representatives.

Freshmen Give Assent to Rules Al-

ready Established—Further Reg-

ulation Next Year Probable.

The faculty committee which takes charge of the classification of classes, held a meeting this week, and gave its assent to a rule which was recently promulgated by the class of 95. The present classification accepts for its future guidance the same same as is regulation which was by the second class. Taking into the present sentiment it is probable that still further regulation will be examined next year, by the treas-

urs of all parties.

The agreement has also reached as to the Freshman on the, by which it is assured that this function will not be disturbed by Professor Noller. The Freshmen expect to make the over-all program democratic and inclusive, as to be within the reach of all, it may be charged of the committee of the Freshman class, and is to be recognized by the Under-

s. The plan will probably be held in the Armory.

The credit for this innovations does not rest entirely with the class of 95; the two succeeding classes

set the example by movements in the same direction.

Articles by Iowa Philologists.

The first number of volume 12 of the "Journal of English and German Philology" contains articles of special interest to Iowa students. This number is one of the three re-

presenting the Philological journals of America. Professor George T. Flora of the Scandinavian department is one of the contributors.

Mr. Joseph Weier, who was connected with the German department of the S. U., has the chief article in this number. Mr. Weier's article is "The Naturlische Play of Gerhart Hauptman.

Mr. Flora has an interesting article in the same number. Mr. Flora's subject is "A Tentative Note to Alexander Scott.

Library Club Organized.

The project for forming a Library Club has crystallized into definite shape, and the organization is a certainty. Its membership will include all those interest-

ed in literature. Its meetings will occur monthly, and will be devoted to discussion of literary topics, book reviews, etc. The club is to consist of a dozen members, the roll or present hav-

ing the names of Mr. Wyss, Miss Stoltenberg, Miss Elmer, Miss Roberts, Miss Langworthy, Miss Hol-

man, Miss McRae, Miss Johnson and others.

Miss Anne Patton will give a lecture recital of Shakespeare's Sonnets, under the sponsorship of the Literary Club, on November 3, at the Liberal Arts auditorium.

ARE YOU READY FOR THE GAME?
DEATH OF H. H. SAVAGE.

Superintendent H. H. Savage, L. A. 25, of Waterloo, died last Sunday in Des Moines. He came to the University from the Normal, and did excellent work. He was respected in the Demison chemical laboratory by the University authorities, and accepted the position of Superintendent there, receiving constant increase in salary. Later he was elected to the superintendentship in West Virginia. In his new position he won the esteem of his patrons by his gentle manner and very effective service. At the close of his work last summer he suffered a severe hemorrhage. The Board gave a leave of absence, with a good stipend, that Mr. Savage might recover his health, but the end came, and will bring sorrow to a large circle of friends in the University and elsewhere.

NEWMAN BUSINESS MEETING.

Plan to Enter Library Work—Will Render Selections from Cardinal Newman.

The Newman Society held an important business meeting Tuesday evening, when it was decided that all new members were to be admitted to membership, and that all would be initiated some evening next week. Father O'Connor of the Iowa City Church, who is in the interest of the Catholic students of the University, was elected to honorary membership in the Newman Society. S. H. Hayes was elected president of the Cardinal Newman for the fall term. Mr. Plane was elected treasurer of the society. All members were instructed to meet at the Newman hall at 11 a.m. on Saturday morning.

The Mass Meeting.

The students in each college should take notice of the mass meetings, which are called for the purpose of practicing college songs and yells. The Presidents of each class in the various colleges have been notified by the manager of athletics and called a meeting, for the purpose of calling the roll to practice and perfect in organization, so that each college may be well represented in the grand stand at Saturday. If you are a class President, see to it that this meeting is called. That is what you are for. Do it today. Each college should carry its banner, and prepare to demonstrate its enthusiasm.

Last night Judge Turner gave an address to the members of the Law fraternity and their friends. A smoke was the occasion for the meeting, where many faculty members and attorneys in the city were present.

The College Shoe Store.

The meeting of the Marshall Law Society called for Friday evening, Oct. 29, has been postponed to Friday, Nov. 2 at 7:30 p.m., on account of the Football mass meeting to be held on Friday night.

At a meeting of the seminar in chemistry last Tuesday evening, Miss. Ch. D. Peters gave a very interesting report on the discovery of Pegat by Priestley. A discussion followed.

The department of chemistry is in receipt of a part of a shipment of articles furnishing fall college supply, mostly from Bush & Lowne Optical Co., and Brust & Ladd Co. In this lot are contained additional apparatus for the physical chemical laboratory and language lessons, some of which material has been shipped from Germany through these dealers, there are numerous duplicates, and much of this material is of the finest quality.

The Junior civil engineers are an event every other year. They met last evening and studied, with Mr. Kavalske as instructor. The laboratory work for the engineers will last during the first semester.

S. T. MORRISON.

203 E. Washington Street.

---
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As a substantial evidence that Lithography is making rapid and wonderful strides the above cut is reproduced. It represents a new 24-sheet poster, measuring 30 inches in height and 230 inches in length, designed and executed by the United States Lithographic Company—the famous Russell-Morgan Print—of Cincinnati. It is Lithographed in 1 colors, pure gold bronze forming the background, and is said to be the most expensive and dignified poster ever placed on the bill-boards.

This is the first instance in which pure bronze has successfully withstood the weather. The poster represents Mr. Charles B. Hankard surrounded by the numerous characters he has played, and is receiving much admiration for its beauty and artistic inimitabilities.

The Stetson Hat

It may be difficult to pick the winners on the "grid-iron"—but you'll have no trouble in selecting a good hat, if you insist on a Stetson. It sets and leads the style the world over. It wins on merit everywhere.

We have the Season Soft and Derby Hats in all the latest styles.

Overcoats

Underwear

Everything to make you Comfortable in Person and Purse

MAX MAYER

The Good Clothes Store

All kinds of Hosiery—Gillette, Zinn, Chris. Star Safety and the best American and English makes at Thompson's.

Best Bank accommodations at Iowa City Banks, owner College and Clinton streets.

John Hands, 129 East College, is headquarter for University Pins, Badges, Hat Pins and everything in the Jewelry line.

Are you eating at the Merchant?

If you don't have a good fountain pen—if you haven't seen Welty's—you want to see it and when you see it you will want to buy it. Ask your dealer to show you its merits or send for catalogue and you will buy it...

The Sewing Machines of Merit

Singer and Wheeler & Wilson

We certainly can please you in a Sewing Machine if you will call and ask us to show you the new Singer and Wales Sewing Machines of Merit. We have all the latest styles and are the largest dealers in the city.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

L. B. Crowe, Mgr. St. Cl. st., Clinton St. and 14th St.

WELTY'S SELF FILLING FOUNTAIN PEN

Some are. Some are Not—Welt's are, others are not so easy to fill and clean. It fills itself in a flash—For sale by Iowa City dealers. Every pen sold on a strict guarantee.... Manufactured under three U.S. patents by.

The W. M. A. WELTY CO. Waterloo, la.
Fine Tailoring...

I desire to announce that I have a complete line of the latest patterns of Tailor Piece Goods, for Business Suits, Black Suits, Full Dress Suits, and a full line of Trimming and Overcasting.

Joseph Slavata
107 S. Clinton St.
TAILOR
Iowa City, Iowa